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As OTyesterdaY";P"on~gotiations bad been made and retail clerks were
still. striking at S#eway stores in Albuquerque.
·
The Retail Clerks {Jnion L,ocal 1564 (AFL,CIO). are striking for a contract agreementand ~ave rejec~ed the proposed contract offered by the
Safeway stores. ·Bound by an agreement with Safeway, other stores have
locked out their union employees; The other stores are Furr;s, Albertson~s. Piggly Wiggly and Foodway.
""
The striJi:e began early Friday morning, Oct. 22, in Albuquerque with
1500 retajl clerks involving 17 Albuquerque Safeway stores. Later Friday,
after a meeting of the Safeway retail clerks in Santa Fe; the union-also
'.voted to strike Safeway in the northern New Mexico towns of Santa Fe,
Las Vegas, Los Alamos, White Rock and Taos. ·
·
·
. Tbe retail clerks union has i&sued a statement in which it has rejected the
'
.
·
following prbposals:
I) The employer's proposal to reduce the rate of pay on Sundays from
1% time an-hour
to I Vz time
an hour·' · ''
·
·
.
·· ~)The employer's proposal to reduce the current protection provided to
umon mem.!?ers under cert,ain provisions of the seniority benefits;
3) The employer's proposal to decrease the current protection provided
to union members u.nder the strike and lock-out provision·contract; ·
· 4) l'he.employer's proposal to provide a.contiibution to the union me!Dber's pension fund that is insufficient to maintain the benefits afforded
other'partic;ipants;
·
5) The employer's proposal for a· contract term of 36 months while ~he
union has proposed a term of 30 months.;
6) The employer's proposal to provide wage increases in amounts and
on da~es that were not consistent with the needs of the union members as a
nsult of the increased cost of living since the last raises rece~ved by union
·
·
·
members; and ·
. 7) T.he employer's ·proposal to seek removal,from coverage under the
provisions of the union contract job classifications· covered by past union
contracts..
· ..
Greg Chavez, a union member on strike at the Safeway on Monroe and
Silver, said, ,"On our earlier contract we had. some good things but·not
with this one. We are the 48th lowest paid employees of retail clerks in'the
country."
Willard Tucker, the manager at the same Safeway, said "there was no
doubt" thai business .was slower as a result of the strike. Strikers at the
store were asking customers to shop 'at Globe or K-Mart, two stores not
participating in the lock-out of union members.
·
.
At the Safeway on Lomas and San Mateo, one woman was offered a
ride. to do her shopping at·K-Mart. She sympathized with the strikers and
did not patronize t:he st()(e~.
- Steve. CalaW'aY';-a.'""jO\ir"ri2yfuan clerk at the Lomas and San Mateo
Safeway,. said under the new contract the stores· did ·not give the union
members seniority. "I.can't work on Sundays," he said, "because I have
no seniority with the store and I have to work the ti~es they give me. I
counton thee~tra money by working Sundays to feed my family."
The.proposed contract offers an increase of $1.99!.1 an hour over the
tl,tree•year life of the.contract witti an immediate 90 cents ·an .hour raise.
The rejection of the contract began when the clerks asked for an immediate increase of $1.S3 an hour.
.
Severl)l'incidents of vandalism, not officially connected with the strike,
have been reported~ ·
-

-

-

Strikers at the Safeway at Lomas and San Mateo asking a customer to patronize another
grocery store.
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· Schedules Available Nov. 2

Preregistration Begins Soon
Preregistration for the spring
semester at UNM will take place
Nov. l-11. All course request cards
must be_ S.Ybmitte~ to. the appropriate college advisement center
durin~ this time.

portunity to receive advisement at
one of the college advisement centers. Students must seek advisement at the center that is affiliated with the college they wish to
enroll in.

Co.urse request cards and
preregistration instructions will be
mailed during the week of Oct. 2529 to all students currently enrolled
at UNM. Tho·se students who have
not received preregistration
materials by Nov. 2 may obtain
duplicate materials at the
registration center.

It is not mandatory for the returning ~freshmen to seek out advisement, but the advisement intent
card must be returned with other
preregistration material.

The spring sem~ster schedule of
classes will be available Nov. 1 at
the various college offices, records
office and at the registration center.
In addition to the course request
card, returning freshmen must also
fill out and return an advisement
intent card.
This provides the. student the op-

PIRG Board
Election Set
;

Tomorrow is election day for the
New Mexico Public Interest
Research Group (NMPIRG) Board
of Directors. Candidates' profiles
and statements are in today's
LOBO on the editorial page (Page
4). Voting places will be at· the
SUB, the Law School and in front
of the Geology Bldg.

Soviet Jews Arrested
·To ·PreVent Dissidence

Photo bV WMdflfl), Hunt

A Queen -1976 Style
tie .in the voting for Homecoming Queen, a new
~i'liJ•ti:•td•rnt
been s •. · "'t UNM. Shown here are the two
Qae~h$~ !-/o Burguete and Keiko
being embraced by UNM President William

·~

Continuous registration, for
those who have not preregistered
and for new students, will take
place Nov. 29-Jan. 14 at the
registration C:enter. Program
changes for all students can also be
made during this time.
Continuous
registra'tion
materials will be mailed Nov. 22-26
to all returning students who have
not completed preregistration. New
and readmitted students will receive
registration materials as they are
admitted to the University.
Just as in the preregistration
procedure, all retu'rning freshmen,
who will go through continuous
registration, must complete the advisement intent card.
All first-time freshmen and transfer undergraduate students must
receive advisement prior to
registration. They can receive adyisement at the appropriate college
advisement center.
Students will not be able to go
through continuous registration
until their tuition has been paid.
Preregistered students must pay
their tuition by Dec. 10. Confirmations and billing statements
will be mailed Nov. 22-26.

MOSCOW (UPI) -- Police arrested up to 33 Soviel Jews at their homes
and at the Supreme S2viet Monday in a roundup apparently timed to queJJ
protests during this week's three-day meeting of the parliament Jewish
sources said.
•
'

Student identification card
validation labels will be mailed to
preregistered students during the
~eek of Dec. 27-31.

The sweep against the Jews - many of whom are "refuseniks" denied
permission to emigrate to Israel ·- was believed to be the largest since the
June 1974 visit of then President Richard M. Nixon, when 50 Jews were
detained to head off de.-nonstrations.

Classes for the spring semester
will begin Jan. 17.

The sources said five women and one youth were arrested.
PhysiclstVIadimirSlepak, who was a leader of the demonstrations that
began· ~ast week, was sentenced to 15 days in jail for resisting a policeman
last Friday during a sit•in. Slepak had sent a telegram Sunday to U.S.
presidenti~l candidate Jimmy Carter + through public channels read by
Soviet officials .- publicizing the Jews' plight.
Police picked up the Jewish protesters at or near their homes, and rolin-.
ded ·up one group near the Supreme Soviet, where they had gone to protest
the arrest of four other Jews last week.
The sources said they did' not know exactly how many persons had been
picked up Monday, because some. dissidents are unable to get to
teleph<'llles. Some had failed to contact their friends during the day and it
was assumed they were in custody.
.~ ·
The series of incidents was touched off a week ago with a sit-in by J2
Jews who demanded an official e.xplantlt.iol'! why lhey have not.received
permi~sion to leave the courttry.
·'
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Trivia
Today's trivia questions are
located on the sports, arts and
media a,d front pages. Answers
will be in Friday's LOBO. If you
value your ability as a trivia
buff, responses will be accepted
until 6 p.m. at the LOBO office,
rl11. 138, Marron Hall or maybe
sent to LOBO, Box 20, ONM.
Today's frontpage question:
For what was Pat Garrett's
· ·blind daughter famous?

.'
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Kissinger's Plan

Blacks Present United Front
st a U.S. blueprint for Black
GENEVA, Switzerland {UP I) ·
]The leaders of four rival l31ack majority rule.
As the Blacks drew up battle
o delegations to the Geneva Con~ ference on Rhodesia agreed Mon- plans for the conference opening
'8 day to present a united front again· Thursday, Rhod~sian Prime
Ci
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PREPARE FOR:

MCAT e OAT • LSAT • SAT
GRE e GMAT e OCATe VAT

Over 38 years of e~perlence and success. small classes. Voluminous home study mat~rlals.
Courses that are con~tanUy updated. Centers open days & weekends all year, Complete tape
facilities tor review at class lessons and for use of supplementary materials. Mak~·ups for
missed IBIJ!j,Ons at our centers.

ECFMG • FLEX
NAT'L MEDICAL & DENTAL BOARDS
Flexible Programs & Hours
Our broad range of programs provides an umbrella of testinQ know-how that
enables us to offer the best preparation available, fUrther lmprov1ng the individual
course you've selected.
• .

(303, 8113-5413
431 W. Collex ·Suite 405

Denver, Co to.
Spring & Summer compacts
Most classes 8 weeks before e)(am
Outside NY State Only

Call Toll Free 800'221-9840

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIA"LISTS SINCE 1 938

Centers In Major US ClUes

EDUCATION

Finance your college
education without
going·broke
see pp. 373404
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more
mileage
out of your
car-buying
dollar
see pp.
293'-340
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SYLVIA
PORTER'S
MONEY
BOOK

~
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How to fMn It,
Spendlt, S!Mit,
lmatlt, BorrowltAndl:.elttollettllrlOuri.Jfe
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Minister Ian Smith stated
tategorically that whites must control the army and police in an int~rim government leading to Black
rule. ·
In an· apparent conciliatory
gesture, however, he said he would
wel~ome majority rule before the
two-year limit set in the plan he accepted from Secretary of State
Henry Kissinger last month,
Smith said his de!egatiort had .
come to Geneva to restore peace to
Rhodesia and prevent "an advance
of Russian imperialism."
Joshua Nkomo, head o'f one faction of the African National Council, met with Robert Mugabe of the
Zimbabwe Afr[can National
Union.
' El Muzorewa of the ANC's other
wing and ZANU Presi·dent
Ndabaningi Sithole, arrived in
Geneva Monday.
The four totally rejected the
Kissinger plan for majority rule
within two years and agreed to
present a united front for swift
Black control.

By Un1tncl

S. Africa Accepts New Nation
UMTATA, Transkei-Defying world opinion, the South African
government and an African chief proclaimed freedom for the Black
homefand of Transkei at midnight Monday.
The territory, half the size of South Carolina, .borders the Indian
Ocean in southe<~stern South Africa. It has been denounced around
the world as an example of institutionalized apartheid. No nation save
South Africa has recognized the Transkei.
The Black leaders of the new state of 2 million people ignored the
diplomatic snubs and set a massive celebration in the style of the
many, Black African states that have won independence from Britain
and other colonial powers in the past two decades.

Ferry ·Warned Before Crash
NEW ORLEANS-The ferryboat George Prince could have
avoided a fatal crash with the Norwegian tanker Frosta in the
Mississippi River, but it never responded to warning whistles, the first
maie of the giant tanker said Monday..
·
Peder Cra~vaer told a Coast Guard inquiry the 120-foot ferryboat
appeared to dart slightly off a collision course, then returned to a path
directlY in line with the bow of the 664-foot tanker.
·
Asked if the ferry could have avoided the collision if it had switched
course when the first warning whistle sounded, Crasvaer replied:
"Yes, it could. Absolutely."

The302 Central SW
242-5055

20°/o Off
Lee & Levi Rugby Shirts
Converse· All-Stars

Reg. $12.95

BOSTON-Police 'attempting· to disperse roving gangs of White
students boycotting classes Monday arrested more than a dozen persons near South Boston High School.
·
.Earlier Monday an unexploded stick of dynamite was found at a
doorway of Charlestown High School and at least two Molotov
cocktails were found inside·a classroom at South Boston High, police
reported.

Ski Racks

40°/o Off

by Barrecrafter
From $16.50 to $53.00

rm~
Sl<i~~

New Mexico St. __ . UNM _ __

QuARTERS
0

recently by the United States. The
secret diplomacy surprised most
U.S. officials in Washington when
it was announced by the Vietnamese news ·agency and confirmed
Sunday by Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger.
Vietnamese Embassy spokesman
)>han Huy Thong said Sunday 'his
country had agreed to "an exof views on problems inboth
"

exciting
fnll shades.

20~~

. Coronado Center • Lower Mall
~~----~~~~~!

csu__

Wyoming _ __

WINROCK & MONTGOMERY PlAZA

Many In Store
Specials
San Diego St._ __

GO

UTEP_ _

Elliot's Nest
The film, "The Distinction of Past and Fumrt,"

will be shown Wed., Oct. 27 at 7:30p.m. in Rm. 103,
Or. Nicholas Short wilt speak Wed., Oct. 27 at 8
p.m. in Northrop Hall, 122 1 on "Mission to Ear1h:
LANDSAT views the World.''

lobo
men's
shop

Albuquerque's Only

Physics Lab and i.ecture Bldg.

Applications fot academic scholarship for Spring
1977 arc due Mon., Nov. t. Comact Student Finan·
cia I Aid Office, Mesa VIsta Hall.

Disco
and

Backgammon
Parlor

CERAMIC SUPPLY, INC.
Largest Potters Merchant
In The Southwest.
Distributors For All Major
.=...........~_..' 1111 anufacturers.

2120 Central S.r:.
243-6954
Arizona St. _ __

at Elliot's Nest

A One Stop Center For All
Your Ceramic Needs.
-:o~:..

Discount O.n Any
Wheel Or Kiln With Student

BVU

"1 he Password is Class,

LD_.

-----------l

2294 Wvoming NE
(Menau7 & Wyoming)

Vol: 81

'

Utah _ __

LOB OS

Limited Supply
W•Hle Tt1ey Last

Pay
Y2 Price
Or Less

Eumpean
styled In

Arizona ___

Peace Corps and VISTA representatives will be on
campus Wed., Oct, 27 thru Fri., Oct. i9 in the
placement otfice. Seniors, grads should sign up for all
interview in the Career Services Office, SC(:ond floor
Mesa ViSta Hall.
•

Each

10001<. Acrylic

883·8128

The Largest
Selection Of
Pts. & 1/2 Pts.
At
Reduced Prices

MONTGOMERY, Ala.-The Alabama Board of Pardons and
Paroles Monday pardoned Clarence "Willie" Norris of New York,
the last of the "Scottsboro Boys" convicted of rape in the 1930s.
Board Chairman Norman F. Ussery said he voted for the pardon
because he now officially knows where Norris is living and nq longer
felt he was a fugitive from justice.
Norris, now a New York City warehouseman, was one of nine
young Blacks convicted of raping two White women on a train in north Alabama in 1931- The three trials of the "Scottsboro Boys"
received widespread attention as a symbol of racial injustice in the
!?out h.

Boulet
Sweaters

··Dedicated to the
Ski Spirit in everyone"

ISCOUNT LIQUORS

905YALESE

Texas._ __

New Mexico
DAILY LOBO

'

Lee "t 1.ev1 Letsure Su1ts

"Serving UNM For 30 Years"

Last 'Scottsboro Boy' Pardoned

Long Sl.eeve

...

$9.99

Just Mention Ad

·BOGOTA, Colombia-A DC3 Colombian airliner with 22 persons
aboard exploded and burned Monday seconds after taking off from a
small town about 100 miles west of Bogota. Civil aeronautics officials
said all aboard were presumed dead.
The Civil Aeronautics Department said the propeller-driven plane
belonging to the air taxi company "EI Venado," crashed while takin~
off from the town ofYopal.
No information was available immediately on the identity or
nationality of the passengers.

;:·SHIRTS 1.50

.

4 . ....,

Colombian Airliner Crashes

Dress

-·:

NTE

GIZMO Store

Boston Students Boycott

US, Vietnam
Agree To
Begin. Talks
PARIS (UP!)
The No. 2
diplomats from the U.S. and Vietnamese embassies in Paris "soon"
will hold the first WashingtonHanoi talks since the Vietnam War
in an effort to improve relations
between the two countries, a u.s.
official said Monday.
\'Each side will raise the issues it
wishes to," the official said. Be
said these would include Vietnamese accounting for the hundreds of American Gl's missing in
action and U.S. reconstruction aid
specified by the 1973 Paris Peace
accords.
The embassy spokesman said the
talks will begin soon. "It would
even be difficult to . say whether
they will start before or after" the
presidential elections next Tuesday,
h..e said.
The official said tjtere were no
"preconditions" to the talks, but
he said Hanoi's willingness to
discloseinformation about missing
U.S. servicemen would determine
the chances for improved relations.
Thenegotiators will be U.S. Em·
bassy. Counsellor Samuel R. Gammon and Tran Hoan, Vie_tnam's
counsellor for political affairs.
Both men are their country's
second-ranking embassy staffers.
The preliminary session, the first
talks between Washington and the
Vietnamese Communists since the
Indochina
was

P1o~s lnl!H11iltlonn·
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No. 47

· Box :?.0, University P ,o., UNM
Albuquerque, N .M. 87131 ·
Editorial Phone: (505)277·4102,
:.2-z7,4202.

..

' : The_ New Me.\'ico Dally Lobo i~ 'PUblished
' Monday through Friday ever)' tcgulnr week
the University year and weekly during the sum·
mer session 'by the Bonrd of StUdent Public:olti(}ns
of the University of New Mexico, and is not
financially associated with UNM. Second daS.!i
postage ·paid at Albuquerque, New· Mexico
87131. Sub~crlptlon tate Is: SIO.OO for the
· acadcmlcycnr.
.
The Opinion~ CXjJrcSsCd On thi! editorlnf pages
)( Tlle.Daily Lofw arc those or the aulhor solely.
Undgllcd dpinionls that oflhe editorial board of
The Dtlily LObo. Nothing printed in. ill~ Dairy
Lobo necessarily re)1rcscn!S the: views of the
, Unlvcrsity·orNew Mexico:

or

Okla. St. _ _

Missouri___

Texas Tech ___.

Contest Rules
Each Tuesday the Daily Lobo will publish the Lobo Football
Contest for members of the University community. To win, contestants must pick the winner of each college game listed in each
sponsor's ad. In the event of .a tie the entrant coming closest to
the score of the pro game listed at the bottom of the page will
win. Contestants are limited to one entry per week. The completed
page comprises your entry form and it may be taken to: University
Dairy Queen, 2300 Central SE; Gold Street Circus Records, 1820
Central SE; Golden Fried Chicken, 1830 Lomas NE; or they may be
dropped off at the Daily Lobo. Winners will be announced in the
following week's contest. First place prize will be a $25 gift certificate, second place prize a $15 gift certificate and the third place
prize will be a $5 gift certificate. Winners c11n pick up their gift
certificates for one week following the announcement. Decisions
of the judges are final. Daily l.obo staff and affiliates are ineiigible .

Last
Week's
Winners!
1st Michael T. Hailick
2nd Gary Wendlick
3rd Robert W. Bates

Pro Tie-Breaker
Dallas._·_ __

Official Entry Form
f\lame
Address
City
Phone#
UNM 1.0. #

.
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NMPIRG Candidate Statements
0

3.?.'

Andrea Smith

Peter Cubra

It is nearly impossible to write a

Last year I worked for the Public
Interest Research Group in
Michigan (PIRGIM), one of the
0 sounding self-serving, egotistical
·~ and/or rhetorical. But, given the
largest and most successful PIRG's
in the country.
situation ...
If elected to the Board of Direc::=
My qualifications for the NM- tors of the NMPIRG, I will work
PIRG board, as I see them, are:
toward:
..;
1) My interest in and com1. Repeal of the sales tax on
" mitment. to the organization. After food;
bJl
"' two and a half years of work in get2. Effective control and equitable
p., ting PIRG off the ground, I want to
taxation of the mining industries;
see it survive and prosper as an ef3. Developing solar energy and
ficient group'that serves the public restraining the spread of nuclear
interest and counteracts certain power;
elements in our state that I view as
4. Restructuring utility rates to
not in the public's interest.
.favor those who conserve energy;
2) My willingness to put time and
5. Protecting the rights of all perenergy into PIRG. \This is a must for sons subjected to discrimination;
anyone who becomes a board and
member. Too often in the past,
6. Ensuring that NMPIRG
some of PIRG's board members represents the needs of all memhave considered their position a bers.
·
I believe New Mexico's emerging
token one.
PIRG will benefit from the ex3) My experience with PIRG in
perience
I can bring to the Board of
the past. Of course PIRG, like any
Directors.
group, needs new blood to survive
and prosper. But, as the only
present board member who is run·
ning, I think old blood is needed to
· ·help with the transition.
A current PIRG project is the efMy experience includes four
fort to repeal the food tax, part of years of undergraduate work at
New Mexico's Gross Receipts Tax. UN M in political science and.
I consider this a tremendously im- economics, and a year of graduate·
portant project, and a priority that work in political science. I was a
might, to succeed, take more than member of the ASUNM Senate
a year. Long-range goals often and chairman of the Presidential
require great amounts of time and Appointments Committee of the
energy, and I have the necessary senate as an undergraduate, which
follow-throughedness that is gives me some minimal experience
needed in accomplishing the more in working with students and the
difficult.
administration. Currently, I am a
law student concentrating mostly
in natural resources law.

'@
q statement of this type without
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Jeff Taylor

Deborah Grout
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! feel th.at PIRG, in cooperation
New Mexico PIRG is ope of the
foremost organizations through I!Vith other public interest-type
which we, as UNM students, can groups in New Mexico, can· do
do something about those laws, in- much to improve the way that
stitutions and organizations which governmental agencies at all levels
react toward citizens. This can be
affect our lives on and off campus.
PIRG is already involved in done by using PIRG as an
projects on several levels. Research educational tool to inform people
on the Educational Testing Service about what is actually going on in
and a complaint file on the Rentex government, and investigating
rental agency attempt to deal with alternatives to the current problems
problems which directly affect we all face.
many students. Other projects such
In line with this, 1am helping with
as research on the public utilities a landlord/tenant handbook to be
and a drive to eliminate the, state distributed by PIRG to tell tenants
food tax affect all who live in New what their rights are as tenants and
Mexico. Another project of general how to enforce those rights ..
concern began as a response to the
Other areas that I think PIRG
environmental and social problems
which are arising from New should be involved with are: in• Mexico's growing uranium mining vestigation of utilities and their
and milling industry, and the ac-' policies; public access to governcompanying growth of mining ment information, especially
boom-towns.
·relating to property taxes,
I am currently working with PIRG legislators financial interests, etc.;
in researching and documenting protecting wilderness areas in New
these problems, preliminary to Mexico; land ownership in New
pressing for increased taxing and Mexico and its consequences; conmore effective regulation of the in- flict of interest by government ofdustry. An area which I feel should ficials;
· and
government
be
further
investigated
is mismanagement.
discrimination in hiring and
It is my feeling that PIRG should
promotion practices by public and be a leader in INVESTIGATING and
private employers.
INFORMING not only the students,
I have been active in public in- but the whole population of New
terest nei~hborhood g~oups for Mexico as to what is going on in
se~eral years. I ~~ul.d bn~g to the· . our state and what we can do to
off1ce some fam1hat1ty w1th th~se improve the situation. It is possible
methods and approaches ~h1~h that groups such as PIRG can go,a
· hav? ?lteady proven effect~v_e 1n lon 9 way in the fight to break the
ac~1ev1ng consumer and ,Citizen· strangle-hold that special interest
onehted goals. As a NMPIRG groups have held on New Mexico
~oard tnember, I would be recep· for so·many years •
bve to students' concerns and
·
would rE!main committ!!d to supporting those·:goals already iden•
tified as being in the public interest.

Jeremiah Foley

Paul F._ Rodbe/1

What are my qualifications?
Well, what do you want me to do
here; Maybe pack your ears with
dung about what I was or should
have been? If that is what you want
(Is it?) then pass me by, I'm not
your type of cat anyway, Goodbye
and good riddance .

My
experiences
and
qualifications are a product of and
reaction to major U.S. institutions,
legitimate or informal, e.g. Dr.
Spook, Freud, capitalism, greed,
CIA, public schools, private
schools, marijuana, LSD, racism,
elitism, etc, I've bought all those
things before and am now trying to
buy back my conscience through
honest work.
· My project-area priorities are
aired toward evolving the consumer toward a recognition of his
state of self-strangulation. Apathy
and boredom are the psychological
feedback of alienation from U.S. institutions, influenced by elitist
materialism. Thus, we are faced
with elitist socialism using junk
technology as the carrot. We are
incredibly in debt due to our public
institutions (military, CIA, nuclear,
'energy, .highway department,
welfare, etc.). We are in debt to
private institutions. (Most of the
people in the NE heights are owned
by the banks.) I do not owe my life
to a status quo which causes
racism against all individuals.,
!Women are officially classified as a
'minority' now which is a racist
legal title.)
What should we do? We owe it
to our future not to work on
present institutions because we will
only be outplayed. We must start,
• patiently, t' actively communicate
to the consumer his imminent
death due to debts, changing job
markets and resources, inflation.
We must create our own institutions based upon honest work
and love:
11 Start a student-worker bank
sworn to ma!<e loans only 'in
Albuquerque
to
non-profit
businesses. Growth is no longer
necessary or advisable on a timed
basis if its goal is greed.
2) Form a 'PIRG major which emphasizes de-specialization and
localization of money/economic/
political/social influences into
student-worker influences into
student-worker control. Vote for
· the potential and resources of your
conscience.

And now for those of you who
are still interested I suppose I
·should tell you where I'm coming
from. I'll tell you straight out that
there are conflicting reasons for my
running, of which not all are, in the
purest sense, "ethical." On one
level I am running in order to
showboat, to flash onto other
people different sorts of realities
while (hopefully) building up a
positive reputation in certain social
and political circles. In this sense I
hope to use NMPIRG to my own
advantage. But at the same time I
also possess an earnest desire to influence the future of NMPIRG in a
major way.
Now wheri I say I wish to influence NMPIRG's future I mean
that I hope to undermine the
established foundations of NMPIRG in order to throw its
organization into chaos. Such a
situation might allow me the chance to change the direction that NMPIRG is heading toward, which is
nowhere.
·
I wish to do this as an. intellectual
exercise to see if the force of my
will could cause such a thing to
come to pass and to possibly be the
kick in the ass that either makes or
breaks NMPIRG.
Overall I think it might just be
fun, so vote for me and. I'll turn
loose more crap than ·a pig can
waller in. This Is my hope, my
dream, my ambition.

Julia Rosner

'In these past months I have
come to see the potential any
public interest group· has. In order
for this potential to be reached, the with
the
people
working
organization must actively support
its goals.
.
'
My qualifications are that last
I am strqngly committed to the
environment, prison reform, utility year I served on the Native
rate restructuring, and restruc- American Studies Board of Directuring of the tax system, projects tors and the PI RG Board of DirecNMPIRG is already involved in. I tors.
am also interested in initiating
My project area priorities will inprojects relating to women's rights.
clude how Indians are being afBecause I am committed to fected by corporate development in
these goals, I am running for the New Mexico (land given up and
Board of Directors, as well as ac- .compensation).
tively involving myself with an
I have knowledge of Indian
organization that is motivated in politics, and the interests of Indians
the- public interest. In New Mexico in politics at the state and national
the major issue facing us is energy level.
development. This area is what I
My statement follows:
would set as a priority project area
So it goes for the state of New
for NMPIRG.
~ex!co:, "Energy or Indians." The
NMPIRG
is
a
student Implication being that the New
organization and must represent all Mexicans are at least given a
the facets of the UNM community. choice between the two. When the
This can. only happen when all reality of the situation is more like:
students have an interest in the "Make a sa~rifice; New Mexicans,
organization and a majority actively for your gas, oil and uranium corparticipate. I am willing to put the porations." The sacrifice clearly
time and energy that is needed of being)ndian land and cheap labor. ,
NMPlRG's Board of Directors and . What the New Mexicans cannot
that is why I am asking for your afford is a sacrifice that will begin
supportih tomorrow's election.
slicing up its tri-cultural' strength

Nanci Piochi.

Dnthe Air

Steve Durick
My experienr.e and qualifications
are: NMPIRG Board of Directors,
summer and fall of 1975 and Peace
Corps Volunteer (1971-74) where 1
gained a working experience with
governmental and private land
reform and land use agencies.
My project area priorities are:
Any ~nd all projects dealing with
energy alternatives to large scale
nuclear
development;
land
utilization and land reform projects
which deal with the most
ecological, technological, and
economical solu~ions; studies
designed to inform students of their
rights, with regard to the University, student and local governmental bureaucracies; and any and
all projects designed to inform the
students and local residents of the
actions of NMPIRG.
My contributions to the Board of
Directors include an analytical approach to solving and preparing
possible solutions to the projects
presented by NMPIRG.
I believe NMPIRG owes its
existence to the students of UN M.
Therefore NMPIRG should keep in
better touch and produce more information geared to student needs.
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.Rating th.e Radio Stations
vice. "The cost is $3500 on a proBy Chris Hammond
Ratings b~gin Thursday, Oct. 28, rated basis for the full market,"
said John Findley of KRZY.
for all Albuquerque radio stations.
Arbitron's procedure begins with
"Everybody needs a report
card," said Dell Wood, general a random sampling from the
telephone directory. ·
manager of KRKE.
Diaries are then handed out in
The ratings are run by a national
corporation called Arbitron. There different homes in the Albuquerque
are other rating services; however, area to be filled out and mailed in.
There is no guarantee that all the
Arbitron is most used nationally.
diaries
will be returned.
Ken Ball, general manager of
In Albuquerque, the SpanishKQEO said, "I would like to see
advertising agencies use more than speaking are personally attended
one rating service. It needs com- to, said Findley. This is to assure
proper representation of their per·
petition to improve."
The radio stations buy this ser- centage of population.

Suzanne Cully
I am very interested in taking an
active role in the decisions that affect the people of New Mexico.
The most pressing issues facing
New Mexico are the effects of rapid
energy-resource development. The
uranium mines in the Gran. ts/Gallup area, and the proposed
coal-gasification plants in the Four
Corners areas, plus the proposed
Nuclear Waste Disposal site near
Carlsbad threaten to engulf us in
environmental degradation; these
developments are already bringing
us the disbenefits of rapid, uncontrolled growth.
Besides these important issues,
racial
discrimination
and
discrimination against women continue to present difficult and farreaching problems.

"The sample size is quite small,"
said Ball. "I don't think any system
is perfect."
"The problem is that this is
business research," said Findley;
uit is not scien'tific."
."We haven't bought Arbitron
for two years," said Ray Moran,
general manager of KRST and KRZY.
This is the first year the ratings
have been run on a biannual basis.
Arbitron
usually
services
Albuquerque in the spring of each
year.
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(Continued an paKo 8)

GUITARS

PIRG is one of the few
organizations that has the resources and the will to make significant
changes. Through participation on
the PIRG Board, I will try to take an
active role in the decisions that affect our lives, today and in the
future.

ACOUSTIC • ELECTRIC
GUILD • ALEMBIC.
GIBSON • GIBSON
MOSSMAN • RICKENBACKER
.OVATION • B.C. RICH
TAKAMINE • ·vELENO

Students have a special responsibility to use their energies and
their time to bring change. PIRG is
potentially one of the most important organizations in the state.

~0

~
~·
-

AMPS

As a member of the PIRG Board,
I Will work to involve students and
faculty in meaningful research
projects that can improve the
quality of life for all New Mexicans.

MARSHALL • HI WATT
GALLIEN KRUGER • MITCHELL
QSC • EARTH·

For too long students have been
silent about important issues. PIRG
gives us a vehicle for making sen·
sible, reasonable suggestions for
!mproving the future of our state.
I will work hard for the goals of
PIRG, as established by the students. I would like an opportunity to
serve in this important position.
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Election. Details

the

The ele~tion for six new directors on New Mexic.o
Public Interest Research Group Board of Directors will
take place tomorrow and· most students who did not ·
request a NMi>IRG refund will be eligible to vote.
· Polls will )le in front·of.the Geology Bldg., the Law
·School bn the. North Campus, and the 'student Union
auilding, and wilf open between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Students rnay vote fOr up to six of the ten can·
·
didates·runn'ing for the Board of Direct!)rs.

GUITAR SHOP ir.c.
2212 EAST CENTRAL
·266-2338
..

,I

(across from Popejoy Hall)
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CBS ffi_yster_y Theater: Nostalgia
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Concerts
KMYR~99.5-King

Biscuit
Flower Hour at 9 p.m. Sundays.
Coming up; Peter Frampton,
Roxy Music, Leo Sayer, Linda
Ronstadt, Black Oak Arkansas,
and Grateful Dead,
KHFM~96.3-0pera of the Week
at 6:40 p.m. Sundays. Live New
York Philharmonic 8 p.m. Mondays. Music for the Ballet 10:10
p.m: Mondays. Hi Fi House Soundstage 6:40p.m. Saturdays.
Artist Profiles
KRST-92.3~Sunday Driver at 10
a.m. Sundays. Coming up: Fleetwood Mac, Joni Mitchell, Marshall
Tucker Band, Boz Skaggs.

and Stuff, a
science-fiction program Fridays at
9:20p.m. "Moon Over Morocco,"
Monday through Friday at 11:30
a.m. and 1:15 a.m., cannot be explained.
KRST-92.3-CBS
Mystery
Theater with E.G. MarshalL at 11
p.m. Sunday nights. Look for a
Halloween Special.
KRZY-145-CBS Mystery
Theater 10 to 11 p.m. every night.
KJIFM-96.3-Monday at 7 p.m.
the reading of Norman· Levine's
. short story "The Visit."
C!)medy
KNWZ-1150-Comedy Hour
Sundays 10 a.m. and 11 p.m.

New Records

Jazz Features

KHFM-96.3-New Records
Program, what's new in classical at
9:40 p.m. Tuesdays, Wednesdays
and Thursdays.
KRST-92.3-The KRST Sampler
Monday nights from 9 to 10 p.m.
for what's new with rock.

KHFM-96.3-Tuesday 8:30p.m.,
First Set with Arlen Asher and Bob
Brown. Saturdays at 9:40p.m. Jazz
Perspective.
KUNM-90.1-Sunuays at 9:15
p.m. The House That Ja;;z Built, a
little touch of the avant g:m.le.
Thufsdays at 9:19, The Lite that
Jazz Lit, a little more traditional.

Oldies Shows
KUNM-90.1-Hot Lix with" Kid
Mygatt from 5:19 p.m. to 9:15
p.m. Satu(days ..
KRST-92.3-Flashbacks with
"The Priest from the East" Sundays at 6 p.m.

'

Stories
KUNM~90.1-Stars

KP AR-1 00.3-Dallas Cowboys
.Games on Sunday
KOB-AM-77-LOBO Football
Sundays usually at 7:30 p.m.
LOBO Basketball, check for times.
KABQ-'135-Airs Football and
Basketball games.
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Commentaries
KZJA-158-Ail day long.
KNWZ-1150-Paul Harvey Monday througlT Saturday at noon.
Ronald Reagan 8:10a.m. and 5:10
p.m. five days a week.
Special News Programs
KRST-92.3-Exclusive and controversial interview with Ova Noss,
wife of Doc Noss, who 's the
original finder of the Victoria Peak
Gold Mine in w·hite S~nds Missile
Range will run for two weeks in six
parts at noon Monday, Wednesday
and Friday.
KOB-AM-77-Election '76 at 8
p.m. Sundays. This Sunday
features Manuel Lujan and his opponents. Special Election Day
coverage from 6:15 p.m: to midnight.

Sports
KNWZ-1150-NFL Football KUNM-90.1-Monday, Tuesday
Sundays and Mondays. Saturdays and Wednesday will rebroadcast
are reserved for Southwest Con- the Presidential Candidate Debates
at 7 p.m.
ference football.

Public Affairs
KOB-AM-77-Albuquerque Insight on Sundays.
KPAR-119-The Public. Eye,
about Albuquerque;· kirtland
Views; Better Business Bureau;
Chamber
of
Commerce;
Albuquerque Black Community
Report; Sensing the News.
KKIM-100-Project '10, public
affairs on a religious level.
Other Special Programming

to 8 p.m. The show is a series of 5
about radio's history: news events,
commentaries and entertainment.
KRZY-145-Country music
special: The Golden Years of
Country Oct. 30 from 6 p.m. to
midnight and Oct. 31 from 3 p.m.
to midnight.
KUNM-90.1-Herdles, a show
for, by and about women, Sundays
8 p.m. to 9:15p.m. Movida Latina
is about everything in the Latino
world, Mondays at 9:20. The
Singing Wire, the sounds of the
Native American, Sundays at 5:30
p.m. Something Classical from 1D
a.m. to 5:30 p.m. The Ghetto,
something for the soul, Saturdays
from 9:20p.m. to 1:15 a.m.
KHFM-96.3-Midnight Subway,
sheer rock Saturdays, at midnight
KIPC-91.5-The only noncommercial station in town other
than KUNM, has special programming all day long. For information
call247-0514, or better yet, tune in.

DOONESBURY

By Chris Hammond
Directors will be elected
tomorrow for the Albuquerque
Associatipn for Radio Broadcasters
(AARB),
a
newly
formed
organization.
AARB was organized to aid
management in solving problems
common only to the broadcast industry, for instance, FCC license
revewals.
"AARB's most important function is to showcase radio as a
medium in the market," said
Ronald L. Sack of KOB.
"We need to emphasize the
economical reaching power of
radio," said Dell Wood of KRKE.
"A lot of people buy television
because they don't know how to
use radio."
The association is also designed
to collectively better serve the needs
of the community. ·
·
"Service projects (public service
announcements on radio) are so
fragmented as to be ineffective,"
said Wood.
AARB is patterned after the
Southern California Broadcasters
t\.ssociation (SCBA), said Ray
Moran of KRZY and KRST.
"SCBA is one of the most successful radio associations," said
Sack.

by Garry Trudeau
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Contrary to rumors, KMY.R is
not being sold, said David Arnold,
Station Manager for KMYR,
although offers have been made.
"It is not unusual for a station to
get offers," said Arnold.
KMYR's frequency is 99.5 and a
station in Taos owned by the Taos
Communications Corp. is on the
frequency 99.3 which would cause
problems with KMYR's forthcoming increase in radiating
power.
"Taos Comm1mications Corp.
has offered to move," said Arnold,
"However it has "not been finalized
by the FCC."
Although KMYR has. had its
problems, it looks as though they
will be with us for a long while .
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Fine Clothing For Men And Women

200Jo.Off

A•~Cnlioii all Ht ,,~th Scu:mces ~tudcnts. Urgent!
Yl,U arP m•edt'd (th lll RCZ..W to help sav~ n lift- by
don ttihg .t pint of blood today. The nnu; lllood

-

To All

' mobile is on the spcond floor of)pOSite lhc lab, open
11:30 a.m. lo 5:30 p.rn. this afternoon.

Libras
1425 Central NE
Albuquerque N.M, 842~6261

1\J"· ...... Apply at Rm. 248, sun.

no:,, . · ·e ~unavailable.
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Brown has an incredible set of ill·
credentials when it comes to classic .0\
"'
radio programs, such as Inner Sac- _
tum, Dick Tracy, Terry and the :S
Pirates and Nero Wolfe. His 0\
problem lies in that he is not trying
to stir the imagination but rather
repeat his triumphs. Brown tries to
chill the blood but has to compete
with the last news story on a fatal
two-car collision on I-40.
As far as nostalgia goes, Brown
and The CBS Mystery Theater have
pulled the tell-tale heart from the
grave, but as far as imagination
and creativity go, he is still making
a fast buck on days gone by,

THE EXORCIST IN 53 MINUTES
At That Speed, The 403 Pages Come Across
With More Impact Than The Movie.
You can do it, too. So far over 550,000 other people have done
it. People who have different jobs, different !Qs, different interests, different educations have completed the course. Our
graduates are people from ail walks of life~These people have
taken a course developed by Evelyn Wood, a prominent
educator. Practically all of them at least tripled their reading
speed with equal or better comprehension. Most have increased it even more.
Think for a moment what that menas. All of them-even the
slowest-now read an average novel in less than two hours.
They read an entire issue of Time or Newsweek in 35 minutes.
They don't skip or skim. They read every word. They use no
machines. Instead, they let the material they're readi11g determine how fast they read. And mark this well: they actually
understand more, remember more, and enjoy more than
when they read slowly. That's right! They understand more.
They remember more. They enjoy more. You can do the same

thing-the place to lea'rn about it is at a free speed reading
lesson.
This is the same course President Kennedy had his Joint
Chiefs of Staff take. The staff of President Nixon completed
this course in June 1970. The same one Senators and
Congressmen havetaken.
Come to a Min-Lesson and find out. lt is free to you and you
will leave with a better understanding of why it works. One
thing that might bother you about your reading speed is that
One thing that might bother you about your reading speed is
that someone might find out how slow it is. The instructors
The instructors at the Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Free
Speed Reading lesson will let you keep your secret. It's true
we practice the first step to improved reading at a MiniLesson and we will increase your reading speed on the spot,
but the results will remain your secret. Plan to attend a free
Mini-Lesson and learn that it is possible to read 3-4-5 times
faster. with comparable comprehension.

SCHEDULE OF FREE MINI-LESSONS
You'll increase your reading speed
50 to 100% on the spot!
·To~ight, 6:00 or 8:00PM

Room 253

Student Union Building
University of New Mexico
Telephone 266-7322 • Student Tuition Plan Availab.le

cards l1ave been -;implified to include brief author autl
title, exact call numbers and the latest address ir you
have rttently moved.

. OSA nccdjl one representative mtcrested in the
Y.~·ttale of Kl1NM to the Student Radio Board for
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BUT EVELYN WOOD GRADUATES CAN READ

T 1C library rcquircmk!nts of Information or. C'
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Incredible

-

Al1fl,lknliotb a:vailablc ror ASUNM's: nca market
1<1 b~ lit:ld Tues., Oct. 26 on the Mall. Applications
arc aVailable through ASUNM ofnce, Rm. ~2 of
SUB.

And still another week the
theater presents a woman driving
on a lonely stretch of desert road
and coincidentally has a passenger
who is the prison inmate wanted by
the police and advertised by her car
radio.

It Sounds

LocoJ Radio
Stays Local

''

I

is is nostalgia it is spelled Theater
Through our local radio station
instead of Theatre.)
which picked Uf:! the syndication,
E.G. Marshall: The CBS Radio every late Sunday evening
Mystery Theater presents:
Albuquerque FM-radio listeners
Sound: The creaking door ( 8 are supposed to become middle
seconds)
Americans tuned in to Orson Wells
Music: Theme {10 seconds) And and his invasion of Martians.
under for. ..
The director of the CBS Mystery
E.G. Marshall: (On Cue) Come Theater, Himan Brown, recently
in ... Welc.ome... I'm E.G. Mar- edited a book containing three
shall, teamster of a truckload of · scripts from the radio program. In
eerie tales and impersonator of Rod this book Brown said his program
Serling, Alfred Hitchcock and is an attempt to revive the art of
H.H.Munro.
listening.
Brown said that television is writing of Mystery Theater's radio
viewing and radio is listening. scripts.
"Listening is an activity. Viewing is
an event," Brown wrote.
What Brown is really trying to
One week the listeners are treated
say is that with the medium of to the tale of a man who meets the
radio, listeners are more dependent girl of his dreams and is about to
on their sense of imagination than marry her when, guess what?+
Wood said AARB is capable of television where every villain, every she's been dead for a few years,
promoting
Albuquerque
to scene is displayed for your senses.
Another week the tale centers on
national time buyers.
There is only one major flaw a man impersonating a dead rich
"We can establish the authority with Brown's philosophy and it is man to inherit the fortune. The
of radio by becoming organized," that he is an idealist and his sense only thing missing has been a
said Sack.
of nostalgia goes back to the monkey's paw in a jar of brine.

Rndio Association
To Elect Officers

/

KHFM-96.3-Playback, Sundays
at 3:40 p.m., Wednesdays and
Fridays at 6:40 p.m., or "How to
buy stereo equipment and not get
burned." Carlton Fredericks
program on nutrition 9 a.m,
KOB-AM-77-NBC's First
Fabulous Fifties, celebrating
NBC's 50th anniversary, Sundays 7

"

'B~ Orlandv Medina
To get along in our present
society, the key for s rvival bas
always been to come up with a gimmick. The fifties' gimmick was the
D.A. haircut rebels, the sixties had
the long-haired peace-freak rebels
and the seventies appear tn. be the
comic-book toting, trivia-tiiinded
nostalgic rebels.
Our modern-day gimmicks include "What was the name of the
top ranch hand on Fury?" to the
CBS Radio Mystery Theater. (Since

EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS
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Spani.sh Radio Serves Albuquerque's Needs
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By Lyn!!a Sparbcr
Spanish'-Janguage
radio
programming is almost a staple in
some areas of Albuquerque. As it
is, one of the two all-Sp;mish .
stations, KAMX, has a viewing
audience second only to KOB AM
and FM. The other Spanish station
isKABQ.
KABQ presents orchestrated
Chicano music, rancheras, ballads,
and cumbias, a disco-salsa-type
music.
Program director Alfred Baca
said his announcers speak in a sort
of forll!al New Mexican Spanish,
substituting the correct usage of
certain words which have been
changed by New Mexicans (for
example, using "traje" instead of
"truje. ")
KABQ operates on the second·
strongest wattage in the state, 5000

watts. As part of their public af- born in the North and South
fairs programming, they offer Valley."
"Mesa Redonda," (Round Tab!~,)
Herrera said KAMX plays
a forum for different topics and predominantly local music, though
speakers.
they used. to play more from
. 0~, Saturday and Sunday, they Mexico a few years ago because
air
La. Hora . de Mexico ' " a that was all that was a.vailable.
current Issues and affairs program
He said announcers are all local
dealing with Mexico. Also on Sun- and all broadcast in the local
day, they offer a program Spanish dialect, which he pointed
produced in Washington of con- out is as different from Texas and
cern to Spanish-speaking people Mexican Spanish as the English
· . colloquialisms in Arkansas and
nationally and Internationally.
News at KABQ is provided by New England.
the wire service. The station has
As well as offering "old
also conducted interviews with
political candidates, providing
translations of statements by those
'
who are not bilingual.
Benny Herrera of KAMX said he
believes the reason his station's
ratings are so high is because the
(Continuecl from page 5)
programming "is directed at people
'"National advertising has almost
put pressure on us to be rated twice
a year," said Ronald L. Sack,
CL_)
LJ general manager for KOB.
Arbitron deals with radio
@)@®~@0
audience estimates, derived by
the population and dividing
(@cm&<Tit?Ji ittaking
by the number of listeners in a
given demographic area, and
arriving at a rating percentage.
The figures are then converted to
either average quarter-hour ratings
or cumulative ratings.
Average quarter-hour ratings are
the percentage of the metropolitan
population that is listening during
any average quarter liour at any
given time period.
Cumulative ratings are determined by what percentage of the
metropolitan population listened at
KOB-FM has been approved for
least once during th~time period.
the same increase in power. Their
Through these two figures a difnew transmitter will be delivered
ferentiation is computed betws;:en
Dec. 1. ·
what are termed "reach" and
KRKE, KMYR and KHFM are
"frequency."
waiting for similar approval due
Reach is related to the
Dec. 1. The three stations will be cumulative figures. It is how many
transmitting from the same tower
people it is possible to reach with
which will' be constructed on the
an;_advertisement.
Crest after the spring thaw.
Frequency is the number of times
KRKE is constructing and
a person is going to hear a message .
making the initial payment for thi&
A low cumulative rating and a
tower.
high average quarter-hour rating
are usually indicatiye of fewer
KRZY has applied. for 50,000
watts, which is the AM maximum.
people listening, but listening

Radio ·Power Up
New Mexico is experiencing an
increase of power in radio. On
Friday, Oct .. 22, l(RST increased
their transmitting power to 22,000
watts, the.new FCC maximum for
FM.
\
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KOB-AM
KRKE-AM
KOB-FM
KRST

6,600
4,800
4,300
6,100
1,300
2,900
2,500
3,100

154, 300
130, 100
84,900
83,500
22,300
106,500
52,200
58,500

longer.
The demographic areas are age
groups (18 to 24 for example) differentiated by sex.
This makes a more accurate
target for an advertising campaign.
"The demographics don't in·
elude and should include.. income
and occupation to become more efficient," said Findley.
The rating is also subject to a
device called "weighting."
For instance, if the male
population of Albuquerque bet·
ween the ages of 18 and 25 is 12 per
cent of the total and only 8 per cent
of the diaries returned are in that
category, the· figures are weighted
to produce the proper percentage.
The figures are also ethnically
weighted._ ·
There was a lot of controversy
following the spring ratings
because KAMX had the thirdlargest share of the metropolitan
ratings.
Once the figures were broken
down into specific demographics,
they showed that 81 per cent of
KAMX's audience is female and 69
per cent of the female audience is
over 65.
"Advertising rates are directly
related to the ratings," said Fin-
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dley. "The ratings can make or
break a radio station."
Altering a station to improve
their rating standards usually
means changing the programming
format.
"Radio stations often need to
change· their format because of a
bad boqk or two," said Findley.
The program format is what kind
of music (for most stations) the
program director thinks will reach
the greatest audience.
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Dell Wood of KRKE said, "100
per cent of radio's income is advertising."· Advertising rates are
based on Arbitron's results.
The more· popular the station,
the more that can be charged for
each commercial and the more advertising that can be obtained,
especially on a national level.
Although some stations believe
the ratings have meaning only on a
national level for advertising, Ball
said "They definitely have an im·
pact. on the local businesses even if
it is less."
"Albuquerque radio is much
bigger than it has ever been
before," said Wood. "This is
evidenced by the fact that radio
billings have increased 20 per cent
in the past year."

.. - - .

LOBO Country
Review

"A lot of where we're at right
now is how we got started. We started playing music just for fun. The
band has been in existence since
about 1972, but this particular version of it is pretty new. We've only
been together about six to eight
months.".

A Play Re-Revlew

I

A ffiiraculous Recovery
Review by Karen Moses
The mystery Mr. Medina hoped for in his review of
the Orphic Theatre's presentation of The Alchemist
this past weekend unbelievably enough actually took·
place.
After viewing Thursday night's dress rehearsal I he
•
said it would be a mystery if this play could be per·
formed for the public in its present state·' and he was
correct. The performance presented Thursday was a
pathetic show of late entries and missed cues. How
this disorganized presentation could have been so
drastically transformed into the smooth-running show
which was performed in front of a crowded audience
Sunday night is indeed a mystery.
Sunday's audience was denied the chance of viewing
bumblings, missed cues and late entrances. 'Even the
actors' performan_!:es improved drastically .

.

William Weldon's "Face," although frantic at
times, added the needed burlesque to the comedy.
Alan Dumas presented a good alchemist although the
very amount of his lines caused him to get a little
bogged down at times. Bill Pearlman's already good
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Albuquerque," Bourque said .
"We're an alternative to it.
Because of that, we have to play
these gigs way out in the middle of
nowhere - but we will play
anytime we can get a date."
The Ramblers have progressed
through many stages in their music.
From their bluegrass beginnings
they went to modern C:W and
then back to traditional country.
Now they are beginning to move into the Big Band sound.
"We've always tried to keen our
music pretty pure," Bourque
said. "l guess there aren't too
many bands that could get away
with making a living playing that
way.
"We're worth a lot more money
than we're getting," he added.
"But to get it we'd have to go
through all that jive with uniforrr.s
and stuff.

The current band includes Jobes
on drums and vocals; Bourque on
the acoustic guitar; Sandy Mares
on the rhythm guitar, piano and
lead vocals; Woody Vermier on the
fiddle; Tom Fenton on the lead
guitar and Jasper McCoy on the
bass.
Only Jobes and Bourque remain
from the band that produced the
While They Last album. "That
album pretty well broke up our
band," Bourque said.
"1 guess it did a ot for us but we
just weren't ready for it. That and
we weren't real proud of it. We
basically had to produce it ourselves. rt was a real cheapie ~ we
aren't affiliated with Blue Canyon
records anymore."
The group made a trip to Austin
about the time the album was
released and came away disap·
pointed. "The only way it really
helped us was that we got into those
people before it was a big thing and
so we got to open up concerts for
them," Bourque said. "But most
of it now is just rock-and-roll with
cowboys and we're really more into
the roots of country.
"We'd like to get a lot more
C: W dance people out to see us,"
he added. "When we see straight
country people we try like hell to
please them."

(i)Thc Gop 1976

Duck Pond

Sir Epicure Mammon improved as his lust increased
to new heights.
Unfortunately,- many of the subtleties of Ben Jonson's play were missed by the audience (including me).
The quickness of the lines, the problem of relating
Elizabethan terms to modern-day theatre and the very
volume added to the obscurity of many of the supposedly comic moments. However, the bawdiness and
burlesque running throughout the play added more
than enough light moments to carry the play through.
The props still left something to be desired.
Although the group was working on a limited budget,
using the excuse of "modern theatre" is not sufficient
cause for an aluminum-covered plunger to be used for
a wand or throwing a sombrero on top of a character
to magically turn him into a Spanish landlord. That's
pushing it a bit far.
However, it is a feat in itself when a group of this
size even attempts to master the difficulty, complexity, variety and subplots of a Ben Jonson play.

Rh,ymsters:
Only two days remain before the
,, ·adline in the Daily LOBO "Ode
to the Duck Pond" contest. You
must have your submission in the
LOBO. offices at Room 138,
Marron Hall, by 5 p.m. on Wednesda-y, Oct. 27.
This is your chance to prove your
wonderful command of the
language by seejng your master·
piece of verse published in the
Homecoming Issue of these pages.
The winning poems will be
displayed in a prominent manner,
utilizing the latest techniques in
newspaper layout and makeup,
making the pages suitable for
framing or wrapping fish.
So don't delay, enter today. All
you have to lose is your anonymity
and your friends on the football
squad. Hell, if you are a published
poet, who needs them anyway?
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GOLDEN FRIED
CHICKEN

Ttivia
Question

$2.50 per space
Applications can be obtained
at the:ASUNM office.
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Interview by Russ Parsons
"We've ·got a lot of fans,"
Charlie Jobes said, holding aloft a
guitar of the electric. variety. "In
fact, some of our biggest fans are
Eskimos."
That's a strange way to start an
interview, sitting in the front seat
of a van parked beside Rosa's Cantina with a variety of band members and children flowing in and
out. Especially when the band's
unofficial motto is' 'Not Insane."
The band is the Last Mile Ramblers, and although Jobes (who's
nickname is "Relleno") was being
facetious, he was right. The Rainbiers have one of the most
dedicated followings in the Southwest.
George Bourque emerged as the
group spokesman simply because
he was the only one willing to sit in
one place long enough to answer
any serious questions. That plus the
fact that he, along with Jobes, are
the members of the group who have
been in the Ramblers the longest.
Other than that, he is very articulate and apparently has thought
a lot about the Ramblers' music
and where it is headed.
"We don't reaily fit into th'e
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KIPC-FM, on Monday through
Friday, airs "Ondas Musicales con
Salza," which one DJ described as
"New York-type Latin music."
KDAZ offe~s 30-second Spanish
lessons .every 10 minutes and a
Scripture reading in Spanish every
15 to 20 minutes.
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Latina" on Monday nights. This
Spanish program combines public
affairs programming with music .
KUNM also plays Latino music in·
termittently during its daily broadcast.

How They Rate the Radio St~ti_ons

•
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fashioned Rio Grande, South·
western music," KAMX also airs
"El Odio Trajo el Am or," (From
Hate Came Love,) a Spanish soap
opera. They also recite the rosario
each morning.
KAMX's news department supplements wire copy with stories by
their own reporters. They also
present speakers o.n such topics as
welfare and social security.
The listeners for both stations
are, on the average, between 18 and
65 years old.
KUNM-FM presents "Movida
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mexico Dally
LOBO?

SPECIAL COUPON
OFFER!
2 PCS. GOLDEN FRIED CHICKEN
POTATO SALAD OR COLESLAW OR FRENCH!
FRIES, BEVERAGE
REG. $1.29 VALUS:
· WITH THIS COUPON

99¢

REDEEM AT1830 LOMAS, AT YALE
EXPIRES OCT, 24,1976

The biggest selection
anywhere. In the most
colors and sizes. We've
got it. All in one place .
Ours. Fall into the Gap
today.

USE OUR CONVENIENT
DRIVE UP WINDOW
AT 1830 LOMAS AT YALE.
OTHER LOCATIONS:5931 CENTRAL NW
,10015 CENTRAL NE
MONTGOMERY &
JUANTABO
HOURS:
11:00 AM TO 10:00 PM
SUN. THRU THURS.
11:00AM TO 11:00 PM

FRI. &SAT.

CORONADO CENTER
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"' U. Departments Need Equipment Update
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Mondt: We Lost Too Man
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0 series started in yesterday's LOBO
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stitution Improvement Bond Act
for voter approval.
The bond issue, if approved,
would provide $25 million to be
divided up between the state's
colleges and universities. Of $42.5
million in bot1d issues for education
in the last ten years, 47.8 per cent
went to UNM.

By Lynda Sparber
. This summer, during the rain
season, the labs in the Dental
Hygiene facilities were flooded and
crews had to work past 2 a.m. to
bail them out,
One day the long fluorescent
The money was used for building
light fixture on the ceiling fell alterations, repair, upkeep and addown- right where patients are ditions.
usually sitting. The wiring is faulty.
The equipment and material
The department only has one
classroom. The"plumbing is on the needs at UNM are felt by virtually.
every department. Dean William
verge of being antique.
The program is housed in World Gross of the College of Engineering
War II barracks which were sup- said [)is college's "equipment needs
posed to have been torn down years are just enormous," but added ''we
ago, which 30 years ago were con- arc not unique."
sidered only temporary, and which
He said engineering operates on •
have holes and loose boards on
a yearly equipment budget of ·
their exteriors.
A new dental hygiene program $3,000, but needs at least $125,000
building is UNM's No. I building to $250,000 a year just for
priority. The funding for the replacing and repairing old equipbuilding is primarily dependent on ment, and buying some new equipnext Tuesday's election, which will ment.
-::;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;:;;:;;:;;:;;:~if;;::;;::;;:;;::;;::;;::;;::======::::::=-a
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·we're looking
for majors in:
Business,
Nursing, Home
Econ, Civil
Engineering,
Math Education,
Chern, Industrial
Arts, Architecure, & more

INTERVIEWING
SENIORS/GRADS
IN THE PLACEMENT OFFICE:
Mesa Vista Hall
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The Cultnral Program Committee
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AND THE ASSOCIATED STUDEl')JTS
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PRESENT

A Major Symphony Orchestra
The Polish Radio
.

.

Symphony Orchestra

'

Program

•
moniuszko Concert: "·.-fie Fo.ir.Y Tale"
Ho._ydn
Concerto in C mc.jor for Violoncello
and Orchestro.
Dvoro.k
S_ymphon.Y NQ. 8 in G mo.jor, Opus 88
Ro.vel
Alboro.do. del Gro.cioso, from "miroirs"

He also noted that, while the
engineering department at UNM is
in the top quarter of those in the
nation, it would be in the top ten
"if we had up-to-date equipment.''
"The bond issue is crucially important. The quality of education is
related to the quality of resources
available," Gross said.

.
I
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Gross was correct in ·his assertion
that engineering's needs "are not
unique." Every department the
LOBO talked to had a 'list' of
needs.
The industrial education department is teaching students some
skills on military surplus equipment. With some of the tools, the
students will have to relearn their
skills on-the-job because industry
uses much more modern equip·
ment.

i1
Chairs in the art department show the department's need
for even repair of the basics.

U. Researches Kidney Time Bomb
Operating on funds from a National Institutes of
Half a million people in the U.S. are holding a time
Health
grant, the three researchers spend hours
bomb, some waiting knowingly for it to go off. They
studying
small sections of kidney tissue, making tiny
are programmed to die. There is no preventative.
glass
tubes
and inserting these into the spaghetti-like
That's why three UNM faculty members diligently
make-up of the kidney.
continue their research on cystic kidney disease. They
are waiting for the day when they will know the cause,
All important factors of the research are
photographed by Evan using the scanning or tranand patients can be treated accordingly.
Anyone may have a kidney cyst, explains researcher
smission electron microscope. The scanning
microscope produces an image on a television screen
Kenneth Gardner, M.D., professor of medicine and
chief of the Division of Renal Disease. "One or two . which then can be photographed. These photographs
document and illustrate the research.
do not hurt or may just irritate a little. Most are not
Progress has been made. "Our original idea was
bad; they're just like an ingrown toenail."
that
the cysts formed because the kidney tubules
However, cysts that are numerous and continue to
became plugged and began to enlarge. However, we
enlarge to the point where normal tissue is literally
squeezed but are the ones of interest to Gardner and
are certain now that stoppage in the tubules does not
cause cysts. So far we haven't studied any cysts
co-researchers Sidney Solomon, Ph.D., assistant
through which liquid won't pass," Gardner said.
professor Of anatomy.
The researchers' future plans include looking into
Kidney disease is one of America's top 20 killer
the possibility of something happening to the cells on
diseases, according to government reports. Mosr
the tubule walls+ perhaps locating a weak spot which
people don't know they have it until about three quaris transmitted genetically or chemically, causing the
ters of their kjdneys no longer function. Cystic kidney
disease accounts for five to 10 per cent of all kidney . wall to blow out like a tire.
For Gardner there is a moral issue tied to the matdisease and can b~ inherited- th"at is, transmitted
ter.
"Since cystic kidney disease is passed from parent
from parent to child. The child inherits the tendency
fdr the disease as well as the time in his life it will ap-. to child, we face the question of whether it's morally
right to diagnose a fatal illness early in the child's life
pear. "You inherit the disease and are programmed to
when thereis no treatment or cure."
die," said Gardner.
He cited a case of a young man who had inherited
After a kidney starts to fail, it's only a matter of
the disease and who wanted to marry and have a
from two to 10 years before the patient will be
family. Both his mother and his mother's father had
required to go on a dialysis machine or a transplant
died
from
it.
Gardner
told
him
the
will be necessary. These are the alternatives available.
ramifications..,. that some of his children would most
Since it is impossible to diagnose cystic kidney disease
probably inherit cystic kidney disease.
early, the researchers have turned to rats as models.
The young man chose to marry and now has
Rats develop kidney cysts in two ways. Some, as in
fathered
four children. "There's nothing to offer
humans, inherit the cysts from the parents. Cysts are
these
people,"
he said. "It's not like diabetes where
developed in other rats thr_ough chemical inducement.
you
can
offer
some
type of specific treatment."
The chemical used is diphenylamine which also is
Gardner estimates that about 10 per cent of the
commonly used as a spray on apples to prevent apple
patients admitted to Bernalillo County Medical Censcald. Rats are fed doses of the chemical for five to
ter for kidney transplant or treatment with the arseven months before cysts appear in their kidneys.
tificial kidney machine have cystic kidney disease. He
Gardner said that the amount of diphenylamine
estimates that half of a million people in the U.S. have
used on apples would not cause cysts in humans. You
it, will get it, or are in families where the di~ease is ocwould have to consume a pound of diphenylamine a
day for about 15 years before ingesting an amount
curring and who live under the threat of cysts
developmg.
comparable to what the rats. consume, he said.
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EleCtions Commission will be holding a meeting
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Medilaiion Tuesdays at .5:1$ p.m. in Rm. 144,
Honors Cemer. Open to new students.

@.~

A UNM Minority Scientists' Panel Discussion with
Drs. Atencio, Reyes 1 Baca, Trujillo, ·Griego and San·
chez on Tues., Oct. 26 at 7 p.m. in Rm. Z03 at the
Medical School.
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$9.00, $8.00, $7.00, $6.00, $5.00
UNM Students & Staff- h Price
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William T. Sanders, Prof. of AnthropologY at
Pciln. State University, will give a lecture Tues., Oct.
26 at 8 p.m. ln P,iology 100 on "The Ecosystem or
Classic "reotihuacan. u

St~dcnt National Educalio~ Association is having n

wom· en

Netters Drop

.Th re· e Loop Matches

.131ood Pressure is the nlaln topic_ or di!.clisslon at
the Nntlonal Chicano Henlth Organization meeting
Tu£!5., Oct. 26at 6:20p.m. at 1815 h.oma Nit

842-6991

. New Stu.~cnt RC!gistcrs ttavc arrive$! nnd Clln be
Ptcked. up m the Alumni Office, 200 SUB 1 Monday
through Priday (romB a,m, to S p.m.

Albuquerque
1307 Central NE
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Trivia
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What famous New Mexican
cured a touchdown during th,
Lobos' last meeting with Sar.
Diego State, whom the Lobo'
play this year for the first time
since I 956?
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Mazzone was despondent over
his performance in the game. ''A !Ji
couple of overthrown passes really ~
hurt us," he said. "We moved the:..
ball pretty well but we just didn't :::;
move it enough." The sophomore, awho has played well thb season,
threw a pair of interceptions thul
killed UNM scoring drives deep in
Sun Devil territory.
"They returned a punt against
us, they returned a kickoff against
us and we threw interceptions when
we were in close," Mondt said.
"But you. can't take anything away
from them, they played extremely
well."

Halloween
Party
Sat. Nite- Oct. 30

Inquire At

Jigg's Pool Hall
Asl< for Fran I< or Chris

Casey Optical Co.

V2 hr. FREE pool
with this coupon
Behind

's

PEACE CORPS* VISTA
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On all Dry Cleaning, with valid UNM ID

For Sale
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Men's Formal Wear From 24.95
Evening.Gowhs From 25.00
Wedding Gowns From 75.00
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All The Latest
In Formal Fashions .
\
Z·30-6 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
8-5 p.m. Sat.

3014 Central SE

268-5787
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at reasonable cost

(Next door to C.ssr Rsx•f OrugJ
Lomu at Washington 256-1321
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By Marty Zimberoff
TUCSON- The UNM women's tennis team was faced with the agony
of defeat this past weekend here as Arizona State, Arizona and the University of Nevada at Las Vegas swept past the UNM netters in the Western
Athletic Conference's Southern Sectional Match.
Arizona State led the attack against the UNM fuzzballers with an impressive 9-0 sweep.
The UNM female tennis team struggled with the unexpected strength of
the University of Nevada at Las Vegas, and fell short of a win, as UNLV
took the match, 5_4 _ UNM's top tennis player, Therese Sullivan, and
Monica Mac Vicar won their singles matches, and doubles teams, Sullivan
and Leslie Holmquist, and Monica Mac Vicar and Helen Harbert, won
their matches against UNLV.
INTERVIEWING
. UNM Coach Larry Lindsay said, "Las Vegas was stronger than I had
SENIORS/GRADS.
expected them to be."
The University of Arizona dealt' still another blow to the UNM team, as
Placement Office,
U of A captured the last round of round-robin, 6-3. Sullivan and Linda
Mesa Vista Hall &
Kopriva won their singles competition, and doubles team, Sullivan and
Holmquist, won their doubles competition against U of A.
Law School
Lindsay said "I'm surprised that we didn't come closer to ASU and U
of A. We knew' that both teams are strong, but thought that we could take
a few games away from them."
IN FORMATION TABLE: Student Union
Lindsay said he. will submit the scores from the Southern Sectional Mat- ~:::~~~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::;::;::;;::;;::;;::;;::;::;::;::;::;:~
h to the wAC and should know where the UNM women's tennis team
c
.
' · b
k
stands Jh the WAC m a out two wee. s. ·
'
Tired Of The Same Double
.
Lindsay is confident that UNM wtll fall among the top five teams m the
Knit Department Store Drag,
WAC.
.
,
The positi~ns of the WAC teams_ are determmed by last weekend s _
Dress Up At The Streetlites
Southern SectiOnal and Northern Sectwnal Matches.
UNM does not compete in WAC tennis competition again until March•..
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mectmgTues., Oct. 26at 7p.m. in Ed. nJdS. 125,
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Donor Center

Oriental game ot Oo Is being pursued Tuesdays at 6 ,
p.m. at the Bison Tcntaiivc Coffccltouse on 110 Cornell St., Anyone intert:sfcd is welcome.
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There are two weeb to prepare
for the National AlA W lmd

"Flash" ,\•.hby plans to u'~ tl1cm
to "get in better shape," while
Karen Cramond said, "I'm going
to enjoy my training ... it will be
more psychological.''

By Russ Parsons
TEMPE, Ariz.- ''We've lost to"o
many football games," New
Mexico coach Bill Mondt told his
silent team in the dressing room after the Lobo's loss to Arizona
State. "But keep your heads up."
The loss left UNM with two
Western Athletic Conference losses
and, barring any miracles,
eliminated it from the race for the
Fiesta Bowl.
"I think ASU is the best team in
the league," Mondt said. "And I
think they'll be in the Fiesta Bowl.
If we'd won we'd be in it,"
''They just' wanted to win worse
than we did," said Lobo linebacker
David Thompson. "We're out of it
now. I'm not even thinking about
the WAC, I'm thinking about New
Mexico State."
Thompson had another outstanding defensive game, getting 19
tackles with 13 of them unassisted.
He also was credited with a fumble
recovery. That gives him 109
tackles on the season with 64 of
them unassisted.
"This makes us have to go 8-3 ,"
quarterback Noel Mazzone said. "l
think ASU has a real good chance
of going to the Fiesta Bowl.
Wyoming will get beat a couple
more times."

Blood
Plasma 20o/o Off to

In the third floor reading: room or Ortega

Hall. Special program will prescm how to keep warm

with~r;r~ulz
by .---

Sundo.Y. October 31 -:-8:15Pm
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years prior to this year said she
"did better than expected,"

Football GaJnes

Formerly Vogue Cleaners
Under New Management and Owner
Permanent,
Students
Staff
Faculty

UNM Moumain Club to meet Wed., Oct. Z7 at
7:30 p ·
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Conducted by famed Jerzy maksymluk
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th place despite running without
top harrier Susie Vigil.
As expected, Iowa SL displayea
what UNM coach Tony Sandoval
called an "awesome" victory by
placing nine girls in the top 29 and
they too ran without one of their
top five runners. Colorado St.,
Colorado. and Kansas St. 1~ 111
finished ahead of UNM, w 11 e
Carol Cook of Iowa St. and Wendy
Ko,enig (CSU) finished 30 and 45
seconds behind Karen's winning
.
time of l8:l 2 .
Karen_, when talkt?~ of hc_r 50~0
meter f!rst, place fmtsh ~at~, _I
~eally. dtdn t expect to Wtl) tt ... ~~
JUSt k!nd of happen.ed that way.
She satd sh~ ~ad de~tded before the
race ,~hat I m .~omg to run m~
way, and ,~hat the way 1 wante
was faster.
,
_Jean Roste~mundt fims~~d 16th
wtth a 20 : 20bttmea,~d fe~t, !dco~ld
have do?e etter' an sat } alkt
before .'n" race. she had to ta
myself mto relaxmg."
· h"mg 31 st , v·trgmta
· · M'ddl
fitms
1
eto n
finished 35th with a 22:59 clocking,
and Donna Argo, who filled in for
Vigil, positioned 60th.
.
"
,
Cmdy
Flash
Ashby, who
hadn't run cross country for t .. o

Dr. Mari-Luci Jaramillo will be speaking Wed.,
Oct. 27 at 7:30p.m. at the Law School.

in the tnountainsduring winter.

.

By Ed Johnson
. Nearly l 00 women cross-country
runners stood on the starting line 6f
the Intermountain-Big Eight crosscountry championship run. When it
was all over, UNM's Karen
Cramond had come away with a
first place finish and the Lobo
women had managed to capture fif-

Earn $15.00 a week
Donate Twice.Weekly

Tues., Oct. 26 at 6:30p.m. in Rm. 242 SUS.

Happiness is also finding all the content and quality of the
original $35 hardcover (including 134 strips in full color) in a
quality paperback priced for everyone! "Beautiful ... for
the Peanuts fan who has everything:•
-N.Y. Times Book Review.

rt

Cramond Captures First
In Cross-Country Meet

Cash?

in paperbaclc-just in time

wherever
aresold

Several Lobos (Dave Thompson [left1 Andy Frederick, Max Hudspeth, Marion Chapman,
Bob Schultz) watch dejectedly as they are eliminated from the WAC race.

Do You Need

Happiness is PEANUTS JUBILEE

NOW ONlY'17.95
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Albuquerques Greatest ......
~
Clothing Recyclers
3004 D Central SE

266-5275
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ADVERTISING
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Raies: is ce~l~ per word per day, one dollar
mlnlmurn. Adverllsemenls run Rve or more con·
days wlllo no <hanges, nine cents per
word per day (no refunds If cancelled before Rve
Insertions), CJassiRed advertlsemenl5 1)1Usl be
paid In advance,

t
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________

ENGLISH GRAMMAR an'd campo·
sitiort, Recent UNM gradu•uc. _256·7420. 11/1

•

ENGLISH DEPARTMENT COURSE descriptions
for Spring, 1977 now available in 217 H~maoitles
~-ild_in_g~,_l?;_l2~s_ _ _ _ __

PETITIONS FOR SENATIZ elections :wailable
Room 242 SUB. Due November 1. 10/29 .
FREE: HEALTHY- I<!TfENS. Nc.;d'iov:_e!~J-0-2-P.,-In-e
NE, 842·8732. 10/26

-

LUANNE-GO GETTUM! Nip.

10/27

LOST&FOUND

LOST: MESA VISTA-kitten, cream, blue eyes,
~!_al_e._27~7·S83~9,~2-42~657, _.:.;10:../::.:28:.,__ _ ___,_
LOST: SET OF keys on glazed ceramic" bead. Please
call evenings, 277-3679, 10/27
FOUND: NEAR llOOKSTORE bike rack, gold wire
fro/lied glasses with black case. Call 299-2825.
1012::.:7_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
LOST: 10/IS, silver neckl~ce w/shell heart-swirl
in the middle. Either Mitchell Hall or SUB, Reward.
299·7231, Toni. I0/27

3.

i

'

SERVICES

MASSAGE 9·6298-4718Juao.

tj

10/27

FAMOUS QUIVIRA BOOKSHOP and Photography
Gallery Is ~ block tram Joh~~on Gym on Cornell.
Special order serVice. tfn

t
)f

MODELS NEEDED FOR neW cuts and Herra highlighting. Call Tijeras Hair Company, 255-5544.
10/28
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FORSALE

SACRIFICE: $1300 Penta~ ES outfit, 3 lenses, accessories, strobe 550.294-8937. 10/28
BICYCLE BERTIN AMATEUR racer. Excellent
condition $140or best offer, 243-4171. 10/28
FACTORY SAUl! SAVE40% to 500Jo off on slightly
blemished Jensen speakers. One Kenwood turntable
and amplifier. Sansui tuner-would like- to sell
reasonable. 255-7535. 10/26
FOR REPAIR BILL-color TV. Assu/lle p<(yments
of $10.00 or $89,00 cash. No interesl. 255·7534.
10126
COLOR TV, COLOR & tint controls,. big screen,
assume payments of $7 per month. New warranty.
255-7534, 10/26

Monday's Puzzle Solved:

"'

·-~-·-·

.I

DANCE-ART SEIUES. Exploring personal imagery,
Six weeks. Starts Oc1, 26, 242-5343 or 242-9452,
10126

season
T 'I"\' B
43 Lave
M'l
s
1 Worry;
44 Ending with
Informal
arm and
[A R E N AI
5 Eurasian
test
falcon
45 Mt;!at10 Ridicule
vegetable
14 Southern
dish
U.S. bread 4 7 Gad's son
15 Goddess of 49 ----Major:
peace
Constellation :P R
AiV
H
16 Ethnic
50 ln..,creases
R E N E
E
dance
5 1 Mavin g
E N T s
17 Furnishes
force
too little
53 U.S.-Can.
yds.
nourishment
coin
·
7 Restrictive
19 Move
55 Evergreen
sign: 4
56 Longwords
without
purpose
. handled
8 Equip with a
20 Tyrant
spoons
talent
21 Trap for
61 Singular
9 Termination
crustaceans
person
of motio.n
22 ----and
62 Lacking
10 Neck
evens
professionalls
anterior
23 AI a lower
64 Heating
Q0rtion
level
vessel
11 Whittier: 2
25 Shellac
65 Adjust, as a
words
ingredient
thermostat
12 Son of
26 Egypt.
66 "Do---'Enoch
others"
13 Curlers'
sacred bu It
30 Football
67 Chronic
caps
official:
drunkards
18 Take
Informal
68 Flat-topped
articles
31 Impede
hills
unlawfully
34 Under legal 69 Come upon
24 Inclined
25 -----hand:
age
36 Scottish
DOWN
Help out
26 Traffic light
river
1 Potato;
38 Be regretful
Slang
color
39 "------- --M
2 Condition
21 Religious
-----and
3 Concludes
painting
the deep
4 Lament .
28 Covering
blue sea"
5 Baking aid
29 Farm animal
42 French '
6 119.6 sq.
31 Eurasian

·a,;ay

/I

---~

ACROSS

S'fUD10 101, SORRY for the mistake on your
lelephoue n urn ber. I 0126
$45.00 ~~ gift ccnlficales siven
this week to
Lobo football contest winners. Check loday's LOBO
for wlnni~g nnmcs & to enter lhis week's contes1.
101:<6

'\

4.

POTTERY CLASSES, HANDBUILDING w/por·
eelain. Caryn Ostrowe ins1ructor, $65 for 10 week~.
242-2425 or 836-7285 or write Mojo Pouery, I I IS~
Central NE, 87106. Classes begin Nov. 2nd. J0/28

UNITED Feature Syndicate

1012;.::.6_ _ __

TUTORING.

2.

EXPERIENCED TYPIST, LETTERS, MANU·
SCRIPTS, resumes, legal, medical, 266-4770: 10/27

LSAT·MCAT EXAMS. Prepare now. Call PrO•
Jessional Educators of New Mexico, Inc. 8425200. tfn

TDDAY'S CBOSSWOID PUZZLE

PERSONALS

I.IAPPY BIR'fHDAY, ROSS.

TUTORING SERVICiiS FOR Spanish students.
Caii243-767L 10/26

PASSPORT, iDENTIFICATION PI-lOTOS. Lowest
prices io town! Fast, pleasing, near UNM. Call 265·
2444orcom~to 1717 Girard lllvd. NE. tfn

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHY CLASSES now
formlng-3Smm, 4-week concenrratcd session taught
by professional pholographer in lpxurious Lomas
Professional Building. Classes begin November 2,
Call 294-8937 for more information. Studio 101.
I J/1

Marton flail Room 131 or liy mallro: ChwiRed
.ft,dvertlslng1 UNM 9ox 10, Aibuquerqu!, N.M.
87131

L

_.

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHY CLASSES now
rorming-35mm. 4-week concemrated .1essio~ 1aught
by professional pho10grapber in luxurious Lomas
Professional Building. Call 294-8937 for more in for·
m~tion. Studio 101, 10/28
QUALITY: HUNTER PAINTING CO. Repairs·
glazing, carpemry, screening, guUcrs. LicensedIll! .
.references. 243·2505.
,
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deer
32 Archeologists'
milieux
33 Greek letter
35 Kind of
puzzle
37Tothat
place
40 Gnaw
41 Large bird
46 Stage fares
48 Water
Ghannels
51 Amouk -----:
Actress
52 Greek letter
53 Female
animals
54 Preposition
55 Of a minor
league
57 Band
instrument
58 Combatant
troops
59 Italian
community
60 Hypodermic
injection
63 Asian shrub

EARLY BIRDS-elegam omelets! We open 7:30
a.m. Bakery Cafe, l 18 Yale, J0/29
1960 JAGUAR MKII 3,8, Good running condition .
Call842-8148 before 9:30a.m. 10/29
MUST SELL IMMEDIATELY. 1971 Camara Z-28,
High performance engine, plus many more racing
pariS, Far more informa~ion call867·2757. 10/49

5.

FORRENT

4-BEDROOM HOUSE, $;325 per /l!Onth. UNM area,
256·9461, II I l

OVBRSI3AS JOBS-SUMMER/year-round, Europe, S, America, Aumalia, Asia, efC, All field;.$~00$1200 monthly. Expense., paid, sighlsceing. Free
information. Write: International Job C:emcr,
Dcpartmcm NB, llox 4490, Berkeley, CA 94704.
ll/15

256-7420. 11/1 - - - - - - - - - - - :
BLACK LES PAUL copy w/case, E~eellem condi
BLACK LES P..XUL ~opy w/case. Excellent condi·
tion, $110. to-speed excellent for around 1own $60,
299-4839. I Ill
WRINGER WASHER $68. Small electric appliances.
$4,00. Fencing masks $7.50 each, 242-~41~. 10/26

.I s
::>, 0

RACQUETBALl, PLAYERS! STOP by and have a
look at our new Ektelon mcquets-~hey are beauliful'
The Spinning Wheel, 109 Ynle SE. 242-7888. 10126'

GITANE TRACK BIKE, needs tires, brake fitted,
765-5726after6:30. 11/1

BiCYCLES. TWO NEARLY new 5-speeds. Lillie
ole lady and old man drove to church only. $55,

;JA 6 B IE IR
T R A
IE '
,T 5 E- rA 5
•

CLOSE-OUT FAMOUS brand 12V CD electronic
ignition $37,95. Regularly $54.95, 268-5490, Elcclronic Ignition S01lcs. I 1/3

6.

CRAIG 8-TRACI< CAR stereo, assor1ed !apes in·
eluded. $60.00, Dan, 242-2901. I 1/1

IIR P

EARLY BIRDS-ELEGANT omelets, We open
7:30 a·.m. Bakery Cafe, 118 Yale. 11/1

.

EMPLOYMENT

YoiJRSKILLS~- EDUCATION,

ENTHUSIASM
pay' big REWARDS in the Peace Corps. All major;
urged to apply. Call277-2636 for an on-campus interview or stoP, by our ofnce, Ortega 229, Tuesday,
Thur;duy, or Friday aflernoon 3:30·5:00. I 111
SAU.:SCLERKS··:.full-time ~& pa~Himc position;
available, temporary thru Chrillmas. Apply 10 a.m.
to 8 p.m. Mon-f'l·i a1 La Belles Di1tribu1ing, 4920
Menaul NE, Equal opportunity employer. 10/26

l'ART-::rfMEHEi.P-WANT1iD-d~ring lunclt.

Hour1
flexible. Apply Fromicr Re\lauranl, 266·
0550. 10129

·-

--·........--~

--.----~------~-

DUE TO DIVORCE: BRAND'NEW 1977 Kirby,
assume paymen1s of $7.47 a month. N5,1v warranty.
255·7 534, I 0/26

PIZZA I-IUT ON Menatd ha. positi0111 open for
three females .1ceking employment, Apply in pcr;on.
10/27

RECORDS AND TAPES-good price, good sclec·
tion, good people, L P Goodbuy, 3701 Central NE
(across from Fat H~~·:!:r.:::hr:.::e::...Y'.::s>::..·...:.:.tf.:::n_ _ _ __
QUAD RECORDER WITH AM·FM, stereo 8-traek
and all the goodies. 255-7534. 10/26

RESIDENT DIRECTOR I'OR sltellor-for battered
wive;. Adminis1ralivc an~ socfal work. Experience
desirable. Snlary plus room an~ board, 843·7370.
I I /I

YAMAHA GUITAR, NICE sound. Wilh casc.• Free
music. $70. Call883-2690 after 5:00. 10/25
I.ES PAUL PROFESSIONAL guitar, $475. Excel·
lent, 298-4470. I 0/26
BICYCLES: WE HAVE the Jightes1 weight for the
money you· can buy, Some on sale. R.C, Halleu's.
843-9378, tfn
PEARL DRUMS: DOUBLE base, two moumed tom·
to'1)s, one noor tom-tom, snare, high-hats, two
cymbals with stands. Exccllem condition. Call 293·
5105. 10/27

·~DrcEt.LENTIN'C:O~!r?roiriNTif,'L! F~,---p-e-;;;~
with leadership, lnhiative, PT. Schedule interview.
255·1 3$3. 5·7 p.m. 10128
WANTED: ONE ATTRACTIVE well-groomed
s1udem 10 work in the Albuquerque 11cket Agency.
'Sunday-Friday 12-5. Call298-6715. Jl/1

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

LOSE WEIGHT. 6·\Veek program cornbining group
counseling, behavior modification and mental refor·

~~.?..~.t'.~~Y~tn_:l~: l'lt~-~e-8~:~6~::. 2.0.~:2.
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Daily Lobo
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Want Ads say it
in a Big Wayn

-

Classified Advertisinf,l Rates
'1~ per word, $1.00 minimum charge
· 5 or mote ti~es-·g.:: per word
Terms Cash in advance

Please· place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily Lobo
times beginning
under the heading (circle one): 1.
Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. For Rent; 5. For Sale; 6. Employment;
7. Miscellaneous.
·

"

Marron Hall, Room 132
. . .. .

.

.

.

Mail To
.

I .

.

..

...

.

.

U NM llox 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Me~co 87131·

\J .

•

Enclosed.$·~..:............
.

"·
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Placed
by
.
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Pelivercd

1973 HONDA 750-4 16,000 miles. Good condition.
$1 ,100,00, 881-9296 after 5:30p.m. 10/26

F

IS I E

APPLES; TR!lE RIPE~four kinds.
, ';J~NM, $2.50 ~ bu. 867-2584. l0/27

..1'1

